US Citizens Have a New Weapon in Their Fight for Freedom
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

-

 There are 10 steps that every tyrannical government has followed. We are now at step
10. Once the 10th step locks into place, there will be no going back
 The 10 steps toward tyranny start with the invocation of a terrifying internal and/or
external threat. From 2001 onward, that threat was terrorism, which was used as the
justi cation for stripping us of our liberties
 With the declaration of COVID-19 as a global pandemic, we entered step 10, where
emergency powers and laws are used to strip remaining freedoms from the people,
censorship is enacted and certain kinds of speech is criminalized
 We must get involved and ght to enact state legislation that protects against continued
erosion of freedom and reestablishes rights and liberties
 The Daily Clout platform was created for this purpose. It allows citizens to lobby already
drafted, turnkey bills to their legislators

Naomi Wolf, a former adviser to the Clinton administration, is a proli c author and Yale
University graduate. She also received a prestigious Rhodes Scholarship that allowed
her to complete her Ph.D. in English and literature at Oxford University in 2015. Eight
years before that, she wrote a book called “The End of America,” which is the topic of
this interview.
“The End of America” was published in 2007. At the end of this article, you will nd a
playlist of three videos in which she reads select chapters of the book. You can also

download the rst and last chapters for free on the publisher’s website,
chelseagreen.com.1

A Prescient Warning
Already in 2007, Wolf warned us of where we were headed. In her book, she points out
that would-be tyrants are found on both sides of the political spectrum. We must not get
locked into generalizations about political a liations, because they simply do not give
us a truthful picture of who the enemy is.
While Wolf and I could be said to be on opposite sides of the political spectrum, Wolf
being a long-time progressive while many would view me as a conservative, our views
are in perfect alignment when it comes to the issues of protecting American freedom
and liberty.

“

We are [now] at Step 10. I've been trying to warn
people, tirelessly, as much as I can, that we are at Step
10 and that once Step 10 locks in, there is no going

”

back. ~ Naomi Wolf

In “The End of America,” Wolf lays out the 10 steps toward tyranny. These steps have
been followed by virtually all would-be tyrants, be they on the political left or right. They
were followed in Italy in the '20s, Germany in '30s, East Germany in the '50s, Chile in the
'70s and China in the '80s.
“They all took the same 10 steps, and they always work,” Wolf says. “I warned
people that when you start to see these 10 steps, you have to take action,
because there is no way to recover once things go too far without a bloody
revolution or a civil war.
We are [now] at Step 10. People have said, since I wrote that book in 2007, ‘Tell
us when we're at Step 10.’ I've always said, ‘Things are bad, they're getting

worse, but there's still hope.’ We're literally at Step 10 now. I've been trying to
warn people, tirelessly, as much as I can, that we are at Step 10 and that once
Step 10 locks in, there is no going back.”

We’re in the Final Step of the Implementation of Tyranny
The 10 steps toward tyranny start with the invocation of a terrifying internal and/or
external threat. It may be a real threat or an imagined one, but in all cases, it’s a hypedup threat. From 2001 onward, that threat was terrorism, which was used as the
justi cation for stripping us of our liberties. Ultimately, that wasn’t effective enough.
“There was still freedom in the world. People were not saying, ‘ISIS exists;
therefore, I'm going to give up my First Amendment liberties, my Fourth
Amendment liberties, my Second Amendment liberties and so on.’ Sadly, this
medical crisis — which is now not a pandemic in many states and countries, it's
an endemic; it doesn't meet the formal de nition of a pandemic — was the
perfect excuse for leaders to usher in Step 10,” Wolf says.
The last and nal step in the implementation of tyranny, Step 10, involves the creation of
a surveillance state where citizens are spied upon, and critique of the government is
reclassi ed as dissent and subversive activity.

Step 10
The surveillance state is now being rolled out in the form of vaccine passports, while
certain kinds of speech are said to be dangerous and freedom of speech is being
criminalized. Needless to say, the mainstream press is an important part of this
scheme.
“The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation have essentially bought up the western
press and coerce them, bribe them, into following the party line, brought up by
the CDC and so on,” Wolf says.

“Toward the end of the steps, which is Step 10, is emergency law, [which is a]
subversion of the rule of law, also called martial law. We're here. I'm [in] New
York State. We're under emergency law.
Every 30 days, I get an email saying that tyrannical Governor Cuomo has
extended emergency powers, even though in Columbia County where I live,
there are only eight deaths a month with COVID, average age 85, which is older
than the average American life span.
It's not a pandemic where I live, but I'm living under emergency law, which
means the legislature has no power. The governor can do whatever he wants.
It’s the same in Massachusetts, same in California — 49 states, all states except
Alaska, are technically under emergency law.
This is terrifying. You get what you're seeing, which is governors deciding, or
the federal government deciding, that you can't assemble, you can't worship,
you have no medical choice, the coercion of vaccine passports, your child can't
go to school, your young adult can't get a college education if they don't agree
to an experimental vaccination.
You get suspension of the right to property. You can't run your business —
110,000 restaurants have closed. You get a suspension of freedoms of speech.
People are being deplatformed left and right and there are movements in
Congress to criminalize what had been First Amendment protected speech.
You get the invocation of martial powers and there's no end to it. Literally, with
Massachusetts emergency law, I have no rights. I have no ability to lobby the
governor. With New York’s emergency law, I have no representative with the
power to end emergency measures. The governor has to end emergency
measures, [and] he's the one who bene ts from them. It's catastrophic.
We're seeing a complete takeover of American rights, freedoms and bodies by
Big Tech, which is up double digits to triple-digit billions since the pandemic
began.

China has moved in to … establish its role as the global superpower under the
guise of this pandemic, buying up community groups, elected o cials and the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, which are ooding K through 12 education …
community groups [and] universities with money to engage in COVID education
— which means a strict party line [narrative] that is aimed at destroying what's
human about us and what's free. That's it in a nutshell. It's unbelievably
terrifying.”

What the COVID-19 Passports Are Really About
Wolf was recently interviewed by Fox News’ Steve Hilton (above), in which she warned
that mandatory COVID-19 passports will spell the “end of human liberty in the West”:2,3
In essence, they’re a precursor to the social credit system that has already been
implemented in China.
The vaccine passes have already been rolled out in New York, where Wolf lives.
Surveillance is nothing new, of course. We’ve been digitally surveilled for years, through
social media platforms, Google and all manner of “smart” technology.
Since the early 2000s, Google and Facebook in particular have been data mining online
users. These data, then, have been applied to deep learning computers, giving them
unprecedented ability to predict the type of messaging triggers that will create the
maximum amount of fear — and thus compliance.
There’s also every reason to assume that this information has also been shared with
people like Bill Gates, who largely controls the World Health Organization. If it wasn’t for
the WHO, we would not be in this situation, because it was the central organization with
the authority to declare a global pandemic, and keep it in place long past its natural
expiration date.
They actually changed the de nition of “pandemic,” removing the requirement of mass
casualties, and if it wasn’t for that, COVID-19 simply would not qualify as a pandemic.

The Pandemic Is Hypothetical at Best
Wolf points out that COVID-19 dashboards, such as Johns Hopkins’ COVID-19 tracking
project that mainstream media keep citing, cannot tell us anything about who’s actually
getting infected, or who’s dying. We don’t even know if they are showing real or made up
data.
Wolf, being the CEO of a tech company, builds digital dashboards based on government
data, so she knows what she’s talking about. You have to have the raw datasets. Since
none of the dashboards provide the raw data, nothing can be veri ed. “Basically, they
can dial up cases, which are positive PCR tests, or dial them down,” she says. So, the
entire pandemic narrative is unveri ed.
We do know, however, that the CDC has shifted in uenza and pneumonia deaths to
COVID-19 deaths, and tens of thousands of Americans die from these conditions every
year. When lawmakers in Minnesota audited death records, for example, they found a
40% over-attribution of deaths to COVID-19.
Then there’s the PCR test scandal. Not only have laboratories everywhere been using
excessively high ampli cation cycles resulting in staggeringly high false positive rates,
but they also do not account for duplicate tests. If you get a positive test, and test once
a week until you test negative, each positive test result you obtain is counted as a
separate “case.”
“We literally can't know if there's been a pandemic, there's so much faulty
attribution, in ation of numbers, and so on,” Wolf says. “Those numbers, I can't
stress enough, have never been audited ...
We have to do a freedom of information request in Britain to take a look at the
raw data sets that are being fed into the O ce for National Statistics, COVID
dashboard. We looked at where the data were owing from for the Johns
Hopkins dashboard, which again, was used by every major university, every
major news outlet. One of the data providers was a hedge fund! …

I know something else about APIs. It is virtually impossible to, in real time, get
hundreds of thousands of reports from hundreds of thousands of doctors,
hospitals, CVS and Rite Aid, feeding into a live digital dashboard. I keep asking
the developers to show me, ‘How did you do this? It's virtually impossible.’
There's no answer, there's crickets.
Literally, we don't know if the dashboards are just dialing up and dialing down
infection rates. Everyone's taking for granted that these must be real numbers,
but there's no evidence that they are real numbers. I'm willing to stand corrected
if there's a FOIA and we see the raw data sets. But right now, it is a hypothetical
pandemic.”

Collusion by Tech Companies
Tech companies have also engaged in what Wolf likens to criminal collusion. She
explains:
“In March of last year, for the COVID-19 response project, Zoom, NASDAQ,
Nintendo, Microsoft, Amazon — all the people who bene ted from the lockdown
— coordinated so that wherever you go on the internet, across platform to
platform, you see these alerts about COVID-19, warnings about COVID,
instructions about COVID, and of course, censorship … if you run afoul of the
narrative about COVID.
I run a tech company. The question, when you run a tech company, is how do
you get people to not do things in the real world, and do things on your
platform? That's the business model.
If people are gathering in churches, gathering in real school rooms, if they're
going for walks together, go on picnics, having dinner parties, going to clubs,
that's an opportunity lost to Microsoft and Google and so on. But if they can
drive you indoors, terrify you from being around other people, or make it
unlawful to be around other people through these emergency powers that
restrict assembly [then they can pro t] …

Digital learning curriculum were turnkey, ready to go. Suddenly, it was like, ‘Oh,
kids have to be at home and do distance learning.’ That's a $300 million industry
for just one company that creates digital curriculums. They're not going to let
go of that.
I think we are in a small loop of six tech companies [and] the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, having bought legislators in China, who's up 32% while the
economies of the West have crashed, and that's the ght that we have to ght.”

The Legalization of Tyranny
Few people realize that dictators such as Mussolini and Hitler came to power in legal
working democracies. They became subverted and rules of law were rewritten in such a
way as to allow these leaders to legally take over. That's one of the primary dangers we
now face in the U.S., because at the end of step 10, the leader obtains the legal authority
to become a tyrant.
“This is especially true of the National Socialists,” Wolf says. “They kept
passing a set of laws called the Enabling Acts that are very much like the laws
that are being passed now. They criminalized certain speech, created a
surveillance apparatus for citizens … and they did this lawfully. They were
elected, and they passed restrictive law after restrictive law.
Then, once democracy was fragile enough, it really only took six months for
thugs to beat up opposition leaders, union leaders, the outspoken and clergy.
After that, everyone was too scared to speak. We're seeing the same thing
happen now, but faster.
It's very scary that China has created a white paper — the World Economic
Forum has it on its website — that maps how biofascism, as I call it —
vaccinations, the managing of people's bodies, biometrics and health — is being
launched as a way to control civic engagement, governance, private life,
assembly and every other aspect of human life, to bring about super-fast
totalitarianism.

That's why focusing on legislation is something I've been doing with my
company DailyClout, very seriously, because if we don't pass laws immediately
to make unlawful some of the things we're seeing, there will be no more hope
for us.”

Using the Legal System to Save the Law
One strategy of totalitarianism that must be fought through legislation is the
requirement of vaccine passports.
“Once these are launched … people like you and I, Dr. Mercola, will be switched
off of society. ‘Oops, my vaccine passport is positive. I guess I can't go food
shopping for my family.’ ‘I said something critical of biofascism on Dr. Mercola's
show, so now my child can't get into school.’ Just as in Israel, people who are
critics are being surveilled [and] marginalized from society.
It has turned into a two-tier society. If you choose not to get vaccinated, then
you're really in a marginalized minority in an apartheid state. The more we know
about these vaccines, the scarier it is to have coercion that is social. It's also
illegal. In America, we have the Americans with Disabilities Act. It means it's
illegal to even ask me anything about my medical status.
You can't ask me if I'm pregnant. You can't ask me if I'm disabled. You can't ask
me if I have diabetes or HIV. You cannot ask me anything. By de nition, these
intrusive measures are unlawful. We have to use the law to save the law,
basically. In Michigan, there's an edict from the governor that 2- to 4-year-old
children have to be masked. This is child abuse. Science doesn't support it.
Unlawful, tyrannical laws are being passed across the country under the guise
of emergency measures, and stupid people going along with it, like in Congress,
I'm embarrassed to say, because I voted for Biden. We have to ght before we
are living in fascist regime where every move is tracked and we're marginalized
from society.”

The Courts Are Our Last Hope, And They’re Now Under Attack
One area in which “The End of America” excels is helping you understand is that the
United States was founded by people who had repressive societies. Their goal was to
prevent such a repressive society from emerging again. The founders had to personally
reckon with criminalized speech, arbitrary arrest, state sanctioned torture and even
murder.
So, at great personal sacri ce, they signed the Constitution. Had they lost the
Revolutionary War, they would all have been executed, so the stakes could not have
been higher. As a result, our founding fathers constructed a carefully balanced system
to make sure no tyrant could ever come to power.
We’re now facing a scenario that could obliterate that delicate balance, namely the
Biden administration’s call to “pack the court,” i.e., add, in this case four, additional
Justices to the Supreme Court.
We’re now facing a shift in our legal structure that will allow for the legalization of
tyrannical reign and “legally” override the carefully constructed governmental balance
between the legislative, executive and judicial branched that has previously served to
prevent tyranny in the U.S.
This three-tier branch, constructed to safeguard our freedoms, is under direct attack,
and this is NOT a partisan issue. Not by a longshot, and everyone needs to wake up to
this fact. It’s an issue of freedom versus tyranny.
“Absolutely,” Wolf says. “Sadly, this is clear. That's why I'm saying progressives
have to wake up … I worry very much about the role of China in this, because I
think we've seen that some people connected to the Democratic Party have
close ties with members of the Chinese Communist Party. That is just
established fact.
I'm not saying that the tyrants are on the left. In Britain, it's Tories cracking down
on liberty, holding the country under house arrest. In Australia it's conservatives,
in Canada it's Trudeau, a liberal. This isn't partisan. But in America, we do have

to face the fact that this administration is drunk on power and has some bad
actors aligned with it, including Silicon Valley.
They are crushing conservative voices, kicking them off of public platforms in
addition to voices critical of the COVID narrative.
They're also moving at warp speed to use their own phrasing about something
else to lock in power in a way that is against everything our founders set in
place — the most beautiful, delicate system of checks and balances any human
beings have ever created; an ideal of people all over the world who want
freedom and balanced accountable government.
Yeah, packing the Supreme Court is a horri c tampering with some of the last
checks and balances that we have … I can't believe I keep saying thank God for
the conservatives on the bench. But these days, I have to say it, and I'm
ashamed. But thank God, because they were the ones who in California said
‘No, you cannot keep people from assembling to worship. That is a violation of
the Constitution.’
They're our last hope. The courts are our last hope. It is catastrophic, and I see
other scary movements against accountable democracy that are being put
forward by this administration.
Among them, President Biden is not saying to the blue states: ‘You have to give
up your emergency powers. You have to open up. You can't control people in
their homes, you can't force people to have vaccinations and you can't keep
people from assembling and worshipping.’
These are all violations of their constitutional liberties. He's not saying that.
That's a complete failure of leadership, if not worse. My people have to rise up
and face it. Conservatives have to face cleaning up their own houses … What's
at stake is everything, and we all have to unite across party lines and save our
Constitution and make these people accountable, whatever their party
[a liation].”

Urgent Call to Action
The good news is, the would-be tyrants have not won yet. That said, we have no time to
spare. We have no time to remain idle, hoping it will all just go back to normal on its
own. The answer is peaceful mass civil disobedience.
“There's hope in mass peaceful civil disobedience … when things are really dire,”
Wolf says. “My favorite story is about the singing revolution of Latvia, Lithuania
and Estonia, in which they were under the grip of the Soviet Union, a massive
tyrannical monolith. They all decided to just peacefully gather on a highway that
extended the length of their three countries and sing.
They kept peacefully disrupting business as usual in their cities, making it
impossible for work to continue, for tra c to go on. They sat down, they linked
arms and they sang. Over time, they just wore down the Soviet Union. That's a
beautiful model. Same thing with Dr. Martin Luther King. His was a peaceful
revolution of civil disobedience.”
This strategy is time-consuming, however, so be prepared to stand your ground for as
long as it takes. It can take months, years even, when you have nothing else in your
arsenal. Peaceful disobedience is the primary strategy in armed countries as well. As
mentioned, we must also rally behind legislation that prevents the alteration of laws that
safeguard our freedoms.

Join the Five Freedoms Campaign!
To that end, Wolf has started the Five Freedoms Campaign, which you can nd on her
Daily Clout website. The campaign focuses on creating legislation to preserve key
freedoms and prevent emergency laws from infringing on our freedom to assembly,
worship, protest and engage in business. Legislation is also being crafted to open
schools, remove mask mandates and eliminate requirements for vaccine passports.
“We've had overwhelmingly high levels of support,” Wolf says. “I hope your
followers will also join us. We hired a really distinguished lawyer who is drafting

model legislation. She has nished the new vaccine passport bill and we've
gotten state legislators in Maine, New Hampshire and Michigan to sponsor to
pass that legislation.
I'm sending out the request for 47 other state legislatures to adopt this model
legislation. Contact me, I'll come out, I'll speak to your legislature. We'll do a
rally, we'll do a press conference, as we're doing in Maine on April 27. We've got
to pass these bills.
Then she's going to work on an omnibus bill to make all ve freedoms inviolable
so that no one can pass mask mandates as they did in Michigan today. No one
can force vaccine passports as they're doing in New York, so that we can get
our freedoms back.”
Wolf and her team are making this interactive process as easy as possible by posting
good model bills on dailyclout.io, and proactively drafting much-needed bills. Many
state legislators are not lawyers, and they don't have lawyers at their beck and call.
Citizens can now send these model bills to their legislators, knowing that they’ve
undergone legal review and are ready to be passed. You can also go even further than
that:
“You can tell us the bill you want. We can upload a campaign for that bill. We
can hire our lawyer to draft a model bill and then you can pass it. What we've
been doing is gathering names and zip codes, so that we can add real voters to
this piece of model legislation in real states and send it to real state legislators
and say, ‘Look, the supporters are all there. All you have to do is pass this.’
It's a fantastic intervention in the political process, restoring real democracy. It's
why we founded Daily Clout, but it's beautiful to see hundreds and hundreds of
people from all walks of life rushing to give us support and resources, to
become members and give us donations, which we appreciate, so that we can
keep our lawyer busy creating these draft bills. It's not just for this issue. Once
we get our rights and freedoms back, whatever [citizens] want, we can draft a
bill for you, and you can [call on your legislators to] pass it.”

Limiting Emergency Powers
Another facet that needs to be addressed is governors’ emergency powers. Some states
have been locked down under emergency power for more than a year, which is insane,
considering we’re not in an emergency and haven’t been for many months. These
emergency powers need to be limited in some way, as they are at the heart of all this
unlawful behavior. As explained by Wolf:
“Emergency law basically suspends the Constitution of the United States. As
I've said elsewhere, the Constitution doesn't say all this can be suspended if
there's disease. We've been through typhus, cholera, smallpox, HIV, Spanish u,
polio, tuberculosis — disease after disease, without ever having emergency law
extended without review month after month.
We've had world wars fought without emergency laws. We were attacked on our
soil without emergency law being declared in New York state after 9/11. There's
no justi cation for it. It's against everything we believe in. It's unconstitutional.”
So, one of the ve freedoms Wolf’s campaign focuses on is the restriction of emergency
laws. New Hampshire has become the rst state to pass a bill that accomplishes this. It
reforms emergency law such that the Governor’s emergency powers cannot be
inde nitely extended without review by the legislature. They also passed a bill that
guarantees freedom of worship, and another bill that ensures emergency law cannot be
invoked inde nitely in any future crisis.4
“We've now passed along our model ‘No vaccine passport’ bill to the New
Hampshire legislators,” Wolf says. “If they can do it in New Hampshire, with our
help, with your help, they can do it across the country. But we need to get that
model legislation out to every legislature and mobilize that grassroots
movement to pass the end of emergency law.
I mean, look what's happening in New York State. It's insane. Fourteen state
legislators are trying to get Governor Cuomo to end emergency law. But as our

laws are written, Governor Cuomo has to be the one to end his own emergency
law.
There're a huge amount of lobbying that has to happen for these legislators to
understand that there are eyes on them, that they're accountable. I'm going to
be reporting and … hopefully millions of people will be following and helping to
pass these laws to get back our rights.”

Daily Clout Empowers Citizens to Lobby for Freedom
To be clear, the Daily Clout is not a lobbying group. YOU are the ones lobbying your
legislators. Daily Clout simply provides the needed assistance so that you can do that
easily and effectively.
“It's such a beautiful effort, because you'd have to come out and say, ‘The
people of New Hampshire have no right to pass their own legislation’ in order to
oppose an effort like this,” Wolf says. “We're not a special interest. It's just the
people. It's the people of New Hampshire, people of Maine, passing their own
legislation.
I do hear, consistently, that Democrats won't help, that in many states with their
democratic majorities, it's going to be di cult if Democrats don't reach across
the aisle and add their names. I'm sending out the call to Democrats to support
this legislation.
I'm going to warn everyone, speaking as a former political consultant, that the
party that embraces the restoration of freedom is going to be the party that
wins in 2022 and 2024. There's no question about that. This is going to be a
winning issue.
People know something is terribly wrong, but they don't know what to do. This
is a completely unprecedented assault on liberty. With my many years in
national politics, I know what to do. This is why we developed Daily Clout. If you

show up with a turnkey piece of legislation and some turnkey supporters, that's
a very quick x for a really catastrophic crisis that has a legislative solution.
As long as there's still legislatures, we can pass good legislation at the state
level. At the federal level, it's going to be harder, because there isn't any balance
right now.
I'm very inspired there's so many people serving at the state legislature level
who are really decent citizens, who are not partisan hacks. People who really
ran to help their neighbors and help their communities and who are not wholly
owned by China, Big Tech or whatever, and who want to do the right thing.
I could be wrong, but in two weeks [since we launched the Daily Clout site]
we've already been invited to address state legislators and draft legislation for
three, and that's without any marketing budget or anything but platforms like
this, where I say it's available.
We started Daily Clout because citizens didn't have a platform to be effective at
lobbying for their own issues. This is a turnkey platform that does that for them.
I designed it that way. I designed it, as a former political consultant, knowing
that the way things are set up, ordinary citizens don't have a seat at the table.
There is no easy way to engage in civic action. This makes it easy, makes it
digital and people are using it.”

How to Use the Daily Clout Site
So, how do you get involved? First, go to dailyclout.io and sign up to become a paying
member or free subscriber. You will then receive an email explaining how to use the Five
Freedoms Campaign. Presently, there is a model “no vaccination passports” bill that you
can send to your state legislator.
There’s also a feature called BillCam, where you can see who your state legislator is by
entering your zip code. Daily Clout will also email you links and explain how to nd your

state legislator. If you provide your name and zip code, which will remain con dential,
your state legislator’s contact information will be included in the email.
“We're creating a widget right now to attach your name and zip code to the
model bills so it goes right to your state legislator, showing that the bill already
has support,” Wolf explains. “But in the meantime, you can look up any bill on
BillCam. Those are bills that have already been introduced or passed.
There are ‘No vaccine passport’ bills, for instance. We're showcasing them on
BillCam. It's already set up, so you can just tweet it to the sponsor, tweet it to
representative. You can Facebook it to your community. It already goes through
social media and you can show support by ‘voting on it’ in the widget on
BillCam as you share legislation with your community.”
Once you’re a subscriber or member, you’ll get regular updates about happenings
around the U.S. and community events. They’re also installing a widget that will allow
you to meet with like-minded people in your state who want this legislation passed.
Lastly, you can write to Daily Clout and ask them to draft a bill. A lawyer will then be
assigned to draft it for you.
“Right now, we're focused on the Five Freedoms Campaign, but there is that
functionality. You can write a blog and explain the bill that you want. You can
send us a video and explain what your issue is, and all of this goes to shining a
light on the legislators. They're not used to having a light shone on them. That
really does drive outcomes. Those are the steps that you can take,” Wolf says.
We’ve already seen how effective this strategy can be, with New Hampshire passing
three bills to protect citizens’ freedoms.
“I never want to take credit away from legislators working hard to pass bills, but
I know that we helped,” Wolf says. “I know that our lawyer has been in close
touch with some of those state legislators in New Hampshire and provided
language that we pay for, so that those legislators would have a turnkey bill to
act on.”

Hundreds of people also wrote to New Hampshire’s Governor Christopher Sununu,
urging him to lift the mask mandate, which he recently did. Knowing that the Daily Clout
would report on the outcome of that campaign, he not only felt the political pressure, but
he also knew he had support from his constituents. So, please, use this unprecedented
opportunity to get involved, in any capacity that you can.
Your freedom, and that of future generations, hinge on our getting involved and ghting
for it. Last but not least, to understand where we are and how we got here, I strongly
recommend reading “The End of America.” In the video below, Wolf reads select
chapters from the book. You can also download the rst and last chapters for free on
the publisher’s website, chelseagreen.com.5
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